
Command and Control Room Consoles

With decades of experience working on the control room projects we have selected the most 

desired and taken the best practices to derive at the design of the control room furniture. All      

products are ergonomically designed and have been tested for long term operation taking into 

account the 24x7 requirement for long operational hours. All products have optionally available 

accessories like different types of monitor arms,  LED task lights , wired or wireless charging pads 

and other furniture etc.



Specifications

Model MTC LYNC  

STRUCTURE Structure is made out of aluminum extruded profile size of 30x30. All metal parts are powder 
coated with 40 to 50 microns.  

WORK SURFACE 
The Console top / work surface is made out of 25mm thick MDF board with high pressure 
laminate finish. The laminate is fire retardant, insulated, water proof, scratch resistant and with 
high hardness. 

BOTTOM SHELF 25mm MDF with Laminate finish 

LOWER DOORS Made out of Aluminum structure with AI diecast fixers 

CORNERS Made out of Aluminum structure with AL diecast fixers. Available in convex and convex 
configurations. 

CABLE TRAYS 100 mm Cable tray one each for Power and Data are mounted inside the furniture and run the 
length of the console. Will be made out of perforated GI and powered coated 

MONITOR 
ARMS  

Mild steel metal fabricated Monitor Arm fixed firmly on mild steel pole. MS pole is fixed on 
aluminum extruded profile firmly and can be adjusted 600mm horizontally on track and can be 
fixed. Monitor and functional holders guarantee optimum viewing distance. All ergonomic 
aspects are taken in to account. It is capable for mounting all types of LCD / LED display with 
dimension between 17” to 27” using suitable brackets and additional base plates. 

BACK PANEL Made out of perforated MS and powder coated to match the finish. The panels are perforated 
for ventilation. 

FINISH AND 
COLOR 

All metal parts are powered coated grey. Top surface is MDF with high pressure laminate. 
Colors available are shown in the brochure. 

OPTIONAL 
ACCESSORIES 

Available accessories include CPU pull out tray, Rack Mount, Monitor arms, LED task lights and 
LED side lights, Customized logo panels with or without backlighting 

WARRANTY  3 Years 
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USA: 7345 W Sand Lake Rd, STE224, Orlando, FL 32819, USA
Hong Kong: Room 2509, 25/F Westin Centre, 26 Hung To Road, Kwun Tong, Hong Kong

info@mtc-technologies.com
www.mtc-technologies.com

Finishes Available:


